Deep neural networks (DNNs) have achieved state-of-the-art performance in identifying gene 11 regulatory sequences, but they have provided limited insight into the biology of regulatory 12 elements due to the difficulty of interpreting the complex features they learn. Several models of 13 how combinatorial binding of transcription factors, i.e. the regulatory grammar, drives enhancer 14 activity have been proposed, ranging from the flexible TF billboard model to the stringent 15 enhanceosome model. However, there is limited knowledge of the prevalence of these (or other) 16 sequence architectures across enhancers. Here we perform several hypothesis-driven analyses to 17 explore the ability of DNNs to learn the regulatory grammar of enhancers. We created a 18 synthetic dataset based on existing hypotheses about combinatorial transcription factor binding 19 site (TFBS) patterns, including homotypic clusters, heterotypic clusters, and enhanceosomes, 20 from real TF binding motifs from diverse TF families. We then trained deep residual neural 21 networks (ResNets) to model the sequences under a range of scenarios that reflect real-world 22 multi-label regulatory sequence prediction tasks. We developed a gradient-based unsupervised 23 clustering method to extract the patterns learned by the ResNet models. We demonstrated that 24 simulated regulatory grammars are best learned in the penultimate layer of the ResNets, and the 25 proposed method can accurately retrieve the regulatory grammar even when there is 26 heterogeneity in the enhancer categories and a large fraction of TFBS outside of the regulatory 27 grammar. However, we also identify common scenarios where ResNets fail to learn simulated 28 regulatory grammars. Our results provide a framework for interpreting the regulatory rules 29 learned by ResNets, and they demonstrate that the ability and efficiency of ResNets in learning 30 the regulatory grammar highly depends on the nature of the prediction task. 31
Introduction
these studies focused only on the interpretation of the output layer in models for predicting 123 TFBS. Enhancers can be much more complex than individual TFBS as they contain multiple 124 binding sites in range of combinations and organizations. It is also unclear whether the 125 intermediate layers of DNNs have the capability of learning rules of combinatorial TF binding 126 from regulatory regions with many TFs, such as enhancers. 127
Another substantial challenge in the development of methods to interpret DNNs applied to 128 regulatory sequences is our lack of knowledge of the combinatorial rules governing enhancer 129 function in different cell types. Beyond a few foundational examples used to propose possible 130 enhancer architectures, the constraints and interactions that drive enhancer function are largely 131 unknown. Thus, it is difficult to determine if a pattern learned by a neuron is "correct" or 132 biologically relevant. The generation of synthetic DNA sequences that reflect different 133 constraints on regulatory element function has promise to help address these challenges and 134 enable evaluation of the ability of DNNs to learn different regulatory architectures and of 135 algorithms for reconstructing these patterns from the trained networks. Indeed, DeepResolve was 136 recently proposed to interpret the combinatorial logic from intermediate layers of DNNs, and the 137 ability of the neural network to learn the AND, OR, NOT and XOR of two short sequence 138 patterns was demonstrated in a synthetic dataset (Liu and Gifford, n.d.). However, these 139 simulated combinatorial logics and sequence patterns were not biologically motivated and were 140 simpler than most proposed enhancer architectures. 141
Here, we develop a biologically motivated framework for simulating enhancer sequences 142 with different regulatory architectures, including homotypic clusters, heterotypic clusters, and 143 enhanceosomes, based on real TF motifs from diverse TF families. We then apply a state-of-the-144 art variant of deep neural networks, residual neural network (ResNet) algorithms, to classify 145 these sequences and use this framework to investigate whether the intermediate layers the 146 networks learn the complex combinatorial TF architectures present in the simulated regulatory 147 grammars. In particular, we developed an unsupervised method for assigning transcription factor 148 binding sites to grammars based on the gradients assigned to their nucleotides by intermediate 149 layers of the neural network. We evaluate the efficiency in extracting simulated regulatory 150 grammars under a range of scenarios that mimic real-world multi-label regulatory sequence 6 fraction of TFBS not in the regulatory grammar. We demonstrate that ResNet can accurately 153 model simulated regulatory grammars in many multi-label enhancer prediction tasks, even when 154 there is heterogeneity in the output categories or a large fraction of TFBS outside of regulatory 155 grammar. We also identified scenarios where the ResNet fails to learn an accurate representation 156 of the regulatory grammar, including using inappropriate control sequences as negative training 157 examples, considering output categories differing in multiple sequence features, and having an 158 overwhelming amount of TFBS outside of the regulatory grammar. In summary, our work makes 159 three main contributions: i) We provide a flexible tool for simulating regulatory sequences based 160 on biologically driven hypotheses about regulatory grammars. ii) We develop and evaluate an 161 algorithm for interpreting the regulatory grammar from the intermediate layers of DNNs trained 162 on enhancer DNA sequences. iii) We demonstrate that the ability of DNNs to learn interpretable 163 regulatory grammars is highly dependent on the design of the prediction task. 164
165

Results
166
To evaluate the performance of ResNets on modeling the regulatory grammar, we performed a 167 simulation analysis ( Figure 1a ). We designed a set of 12 biologically motivated regulatory 168 grammars consisting of TFs from diverse families. These include five homotypic clusters of the 169 same TF, five heterotypic clusters of different TFs, and two enhanceosomes of different TFs with 170 requirements on the spacing and orientation of their binding sites. Motivated by the fact that 171 enhancers active in a given cellular context likely consist of multiple types with different 172 grammars, we designed twelve "classes" of regulatory sequences. Each class contains a different 173 set of regulatory grammars, but the grammars can occur within multiple classes, and TFs can 174 occur within multiple grammars. Then, using these classes, we simulated 30,000 enhancer 175 sequences which each contain a sequence that matches the pattern defined by one of the classes 176
(Methods). 177
Our goal is to evaluate the ability of ResNets to learn regulatory grammars and the ability of 178 our proposed framework to reconstruct and visualize these grammars. Using sequences generated 179 from the simulated regulatory grammars, we trained several models corresponding to different 180 classification scenarios found in real-world regulatory sequence prediction tasks ( Figure 1b ). 181
First, we trained a ResNet on a multi-class classification task using sequences from each of the 7 regulatory classes and TF-shuffled negative sequences. Then, we investigated how well the 183 approach performed when trained in more challenging situations, including no negative training 184 sequences, k-mer matched negatives, heterogeneity in the output categories, and large fractions 185 of TFBSs outside of regulatory grammars in the input sequences. To explore whether the ResNet model can learn the regulatory grammar, we started with a multi-190 class classification task based on simulated regulatory sequences from 12 classes and TF-191 shuffled negative sequences (Methods; Supplementary Table 1 and 2). We trained a classifier to 192 predict the class of the sequence, either not a regulatory sequence or member of one of the 193 regulatory sequence classes. By constructing the prediction task with TF matched negative 194 sequences, the neural network is forced not only to learn the individual TF motifs, but also learn 195 the combinatorial patterns between the TFs. 196
The ResNet model accurately predicts the class label of input DNA sequences with near 197 perfect performance: average area under the ROC curve (auROC) of 0.999 and average area 198 under the precision-recall curve (auPR) of 0.982. We then analyzed what features were learned 199 by calculating saliency maps (Methods) of input sequences with respect to each neuron in the 200 penultimate layer (the dense layer immediately before the output layer). We found that neurons 201 in the penultimate layer detect the location of the simulated TFBS. For instance, when we 202 compute the saliency map of a class 6 simulated regulatory sequence with respect to neuron 1 in 203 the penultimate layer, the TFBS have higher saliency value compared to other locations in the 204 sequence, indicating the higher importance of those nucleotides to the activation of neuron 1 205 ( Figure 2a ). 206
Next, we visualized the features learned by neuron 1 of the penultimate layer by plotting the 207 mean saliency value of a 10 bp window from the start of each TF binding site using 240 208 sequences from all simulated regulatory sequence classes ( Figure 2b ). For example, the TFBS 209 from heterotypic cluster 3 have elevated gradients compared to TFBS from other simulated 210 regulatory grammars. This suggests that neuron 1 of the penultimate layer detects TFBS from 211 heterotypic cluster 3. We then took the median saliency values of TFBSs in a specific regulatory 212 grammar and generated a matrix with rows of neurons and columns of each TF. As shown in 213 are not always at the same level (E2F1 binding sites have higher median saliency value than the 215 other three TFs). Therefore we scaled the matrix column-wise to identify which TF is most 216 learned by which neuron. We plotted the scaled matrix as a heatmap with hierarchical clustering 217 (Method; Figure 2c ). We found that: (i) TFBSs from the same regulatory grammar have elevated 218 gradients together and therefore are clustered; (ii) neurons of the penultimate layer can "multi-219 task", that is, one neuron can detect one or more regulatory grammars. For instance, neuron 25 in 220 the penultimate layer learned both heterotypic cluster 2 and 5. This suggests that the penultimate 221 layer captured the simulated regulatory grammars. 222
In order to evaluate how well the regulatory grammar can be reconstructed from the 223 penultimate layer, we performed unsupervised clustering of TFBS based on their saliency values 224 with respect to the neurons in the penultimate layer. More specifically, we performed a k-means 225 clustering (k=12) of TFBSs from 240 sequences using their saliency values with respect to each 226 neuron of the penultimate layer and visualized it with t-SNE ( Figure 2d ). Each TFBS has a 227 predicted clustering label that is assigned by the k-means clustering algorithm and a true 228 regulatory grammar. We first used majority voting to determine the predicted regulatory 229 grammar for a cluster. For instance, the majority of cluster 1 is from heterotypic cluster 1, so we 230 assign heterotypic cluster 1 as the predicted regulatory grammar for all TFBS in cluster 1. We 231 then calculate the accuracy and sensitivity of the regulatory grammar reconstruction by 232 comparing the predicted regulatory grammar and the true regulatory grammar. On average, 233 85.1% of TFBS are correctly classified (Figure 2e ), and homotypic clusters are generally learned 234 better (sensitivity > 0.97) than heterotypic clusters and enhanceosomes. 235
The same analysis approach can be applied to any layer of the neural network. We found 236 that the neural network built up its representation of the regulatory grammar by first learning the 237 individual TF motifs in the lower level neurons and gradually grouping TF motifs in the same 238 regulatory grammar together (Supplementary Figure 3) . and that our unsupervised clustering method based on saliency maps is able to reconstruct the 242 regulatory grammar. We trained five models for multi-class classification against: no negatives, 1-mer shuffled 253 negatives, 4-mer shuffled negatives, 8-mer shuffled negatives, and 12-mer shuffled negatives. 254
Then, we evaluate their performance at predicting simulated regulatory sequences. The model 255 trained with 8-mer shuffled negatives achieved the highest accuracy at distinguishing TF-256 shuffled negatives from simulated regulatory sequences (average auROC 0.998, auPR 0.957, 257
Figure 3a). 258
To further explore the regulatory grammar learned by the ResNet model trained against 8-259 mer shuffled negatives, we calculated saliency maps over a set of input sequences (n=240) from 260 each class of simulated regulatory sequences with respect to neurons in the penultimate layer. 261
We performed hierarchical clustering on the median saliency values for the binding sites for each 262 TF in a specific regulatory grammar as we did in the previous results section (Supplementary 263 Figure 4 ). We found that TFBS from the same regulatory grammar were grouped together. Next, 264
we performed k-means clustering (k=12) of the TFBS from the 240 sequences and overlaid the 265 clustering label on the tSNE visualization ( Figure 3b ). We calculated the accuracy of predicted 266 regulatory grammar for each TF. The average grammar reconstruction accuracy of this model is 267
on par with the model trained against TF-shuffled negatives (85.3% vs. 85.1%). 268
These results suggest that the model trained against 8-mer shuffled negatives can learn a 269 good representation of the regulatory grammar and therefore 8-mer shuffled negatives can be 270 used as a substitute for TF-shuffled negatives in practice. 271 272 Regulatory grammar can be learned by the ResNet model in the presence of heterogeneity 273 in the regulatory sequences 274 A common task in regulatory sequence prediction is to predict sequences that exert a certain set 275 of functions, e.g., activity in different cellular contexts. It is likely that sequences with a 276 heterogeneous set of grammars are active in each cellular context. 277
To mimic this type of heterogeneity, we performed a heterogenous multi-label classification 278 by pooling a number of simulated regulatory classes together as one heterogeneous class to 279 generate five heterogeneous classes (Method; Fig 1b, Supplementary Table 4 ). We also allowed 280 one regulatory class to be used in several heterogeneous classes. For example, in our simulation, 281 regulatory sequences in heterogenous class 1 consist of regulatory class 1, 3, and 5. Regulatory 282 class 1 sequences also belong to heterogenous class 5, and regulatory class 5 sequences also 283 belong to heterogenous class 4. This multi-function of a regulatory sequence class is often 284 observed in real-word regulatory sequences as many enhancers are active in more than one 285 cellular context. 286
We trained the ResNet model against k-mer shuffled negatives (k=1, 4, 8, 12). Again, the 287 model trained against 8-mer shuffled negatives performed the best when evaluated against the 288 TF-shuffled negatives (average auROC 0.99, auPR 0.93, Supplementary Figure 5a In all previous prediction tasks, the simulated TFBSs in the input sequences are always in a 302 regulatory grammar. However, in the real regulatory sequences, it is likely that only a fraction of 303 TFBS are in regulatory grammars, while others are individual motifs scattered along the 304 sequence. To mimic this scenario, we simulated a set of regulatory sequences with 80% of 305 TFBSs randomly scattered in the sequence outside of any regulatory grammar and 20% of 306 TFBSs in regulatory grammar. 307
We trained a ResNet model on this 80% non-grammar TFBSs dataset with the five 308 heterogenous classes as output categories against 8-mer shuffled negatives. We found that the 309 TFBSs outside of the regulatory grammars (single TFBS) have lower saliency values compared 310 to the TFs in simulated regulatory grammars ( Figure 5a ) except for those in enhanceosome 2. 311
Next, we performed unsupervised clustering analysis as in the previous sections ( Figure 5b) . 312
Although the TFBSs in regulatory grammars still cluster, many of the TFBSs outside of 313 regulatory grammar overlap the TFBSs in regulatory grammars in t-SNE space. This makes 314 identifying the regulatory grammars challenging. To better reconstruct the regulatory grammar 315 from the unsupervised clustering analysis, we took advantage of the fact that the non-grammar 316
TFBSs have lower saliency values and only kept the TFBSs with top 10% sum of saliency values 317 across neurons in the penultimate layer. Intuitively, this filtering helps improve the 318 reconstruction of regulatory grammar by only focusing on TFBSs with high influence on the 319 prediction. We repeated the unsupervised clustering analysis on these filtered TFBSs (Figure 5c ). 320
We found that nearly all TFBSs outside of regulatory grammars are filtered out (97.7%) and a 321 smaller fraction of TFBSs in regulatory grammars are filtered (59.3%). After filtering, the 322 remaining TFBSs are sufficient to reconstruct 11 of the 12 simulated regulatory grammars. The 323 regulatory grammar that we failed to reconstruct, enhanceosome 2, has the lowest sum of 12 important to learn this grammar to obtain accurate predictions. The neural network may achieve 326 accurate predictions through elimination and therefore do not need to learn all 12 regulatory 327 grammars. 328
These results suggest that even with only a small fraction of TFBSs in regulatory grammars 329 and heterogeneity in the output categories, we can still reconstruct most of the simulated 330 regulatory grammars. In other words, if a neural network can make accurate predictions without learning certain 338 regulatory grammars, then these non-essential regulatory grammars may not be learned during 339 training and therefore cannot be reconstructed from the resulting model. To further investigate this 340 hypothesis, we simulated three heterogenous regulatory classes (Table 1) with non-overlapping 341 subsets of regulatory grammars, so that multiple regulatory grammars could distinguish one 342 heterogenous regulatory class from another. Then we trained the model against TF-shuffled 343 negative sequences. By setting up the training this way, the model will have to distinguish 344 sequences with TFBSs in regulatory grammars from those with TFBSs not in regulatory grammars. 345 However, the model does not need to learn all the regulatory grammars or distinguish one 346 regulatory grammar from the other to make accurate predictions. 347 As expected, the model performed well For the homotypic cluster, we simulated multiple non-overlapping occurrences (3-5) of the 437 same TF in a small window (120 bp) at random locations. For the heterotypic clusters, we 438 simulated a set of four diverse TFs in a small window (120 bp) at random non-overlapping 439 locations. Each TF occurs once in the heterotypic cluster. For the enhanceosome, we simulated a 440 set of four TFs in a small window with fixed order and spacing. Because it is possible in real 441 enhancers that the same TF factor is used in different regulatory grammars, we allow some of 442 TFs to occur in more than one grammar. We simulated five homotypic TF clusters, five 443 heterotypic clusters and two enhanceosomes ( Supplementary Table 2 ). 444
Simulation of regulatory sequences with different regulatory grammars 445
To mimic common enhancer prediction tasks, such as predicting enhancers from different 446 cellular contexts, we designed twelve regulatory sequence classes ( Supplementary Table 3 ) with 447 each regulatory sequence class representing one type of enhancer (e.g., enhancers active in a 448 given context). Sequences in each class have two different regulatory grammars. Because it is 449 possible that the same regulatory grammar is used in regulatory sequences in different cellular 450 contexts, we allow one regulatory grammar occur in two different regulatory sequence classes. 451
For instance, the first regulatory sequence class has homotypic cluster 1 and heterotypic cluster 452 1, then the second regulatory sequence class has heterotypic cluster 1 and homotypic cluster 2 453 and then the third regulatory sequence class has homotypic cluster 2 and heterotypic cluster 3, 454 etc. Next, we randomly generated background DNA sequences of 3000 bp based on equal 455 probability of A, G, C, T and inserted 2-4 of each simulated regulatory grammar at random 456 locations into these background sequences based on the corresponding regulatory class. 457
Multiclass classification and heterogenous class classification 458
We performed two types of classification: i) multiclass classification in which each output 459 neuron represents a homogenous set of regulatory sequences and ii) heterogenous class 460 classification in which each output neuron represents a heterogenous set of regulatory sequences. 461
The heterogenous class classification task assumes that in the real enhancer prediction tasks, 462 enhancers in one category (e.g., specific cellular context) may have a heterogenous set of 463 sequences harboring different sets of regulatory grammars. 464
The multiclass classification task has twelve homogeneous output classes, each one 465 corresponding to sequences representing one regulatory sequence class. The heterogenous class 466 classification ( Supplementary Table 4 ) has five heterogeneous output classes, each one 467 corresponding to a subset of regulatory sequence classes. More specifically, heterogeneous class 468 1 has regulatory sequence class 1, 3, and 5; heterogeneous class 2 has regulatory sequence class 469 2, 4, and 6; heterogeneous class 3 has regulatory sequence class 7, 9, and 11; heterogeneous class 470 4 has regulatory sequence class 5, 8, and 10; heterogeneous class 2 has regulatory sequence class 471 1, 6, and 12. 472
Negative sequences 473
We used three approaches to generate negatives when training the classifiers: no negatives, k-474 mer shuffled negatives, and TF-shuffled negatives. For the k-mer shuffled negative sequence set, 475
we matched the frequency of k-mers (k=1, 2, 4, 8, 12) in the negatives to the simulated 476 regulatory (positive) sequences. For the TF-shuffled sequence set, we shuffled the TFBS of the 477 simulated regulatory sequences. 478
Model design and training 479
DNNs have achieved the state-of-art performance on regulatory sequence prediction (Quang and 480 Xie, 2016; Zhou and Troyanskaya, 2015) . The integration of a convolution operation into 481 standard neural networks enables learning common patterns that occur at different spatial 482 positions, such as TF motifs in the DNA sequences. Here we use a residual deep convolutional 483 neural networks (ResNets), a variant of DNNs that allows connections between non-sequential 484 layers (He et al., 2016) to model the regulatory sequences. Each simulated DNA sequence is one-485 hot-encoded, which is represented by a sequence length x 4 matrix with columns representing A, 486
G, C and T. 487
The basic layers in the network include a convolutional layer, batch normalization layer, 488 pooling layer, and fully connected layer. Every two convolutional layers are grouped into a 489 residual block where an identity shortcut connection adds the input to the residual block to the 490 output of the residual block. This additional identity mapping is an efficient way to deal with 491 vanished gradients that occur in neural networks with large depth and improves performance in 492 many scenarios. The batch normalization layers are added after the activation of each residual 493 block. Batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015) helps reduce the covariance shift of the 494 hidden unit and allows each layer of a neural network to learn more independently of other 495 layers. The pooling layers are added after each batch normalization layer. Finally, a dense (fully 496 connected) layer and an output layer are added at the top of the neural network. We used 4 497 residual blocks, each has two convolutional layers with 32 neurons. The final residual block is 498 connected to a dense layer with 32 neurons and then connected to output layer (Supplementary 499 Figure 1 ). We found the above neural network structure (ResNet) performed well in all of our 500 simulation tasks while a 3-layer convolutional neural network with alternating convolutional 501 layers and maxpooling layers cannot, suggesting the benefit of using a much deeper neural 502 network at modeling enhancer regulatory grammar. 503
We used rectified (ReLU) activation for all the residual blocks and sigmoid activation for 504 the output fully connected layer activation. We used binary cross-entropy as the loss function 505 and Adam (Kingma and Ba, 2014) as the optimizer. 506 507
Model interpretation and grammar reconstruction 508
Computing saliency values with respect to neurons 509
We considered two gradient calculating approaches for estimating the importance of each 510 nucleotide in the input sequence with respect to each neuron's activation. The first is guided 511 back-propagation in which we calculated the gradient of the neuron of interest with respect to the 512 input through guided back-propagation and then multiplied the gradient by input sequences. The 513 second is calculating the DeepLIFT score (Shrikumar et al., 2017) of the neuron of interest with 514 respect to the input using the DeepLIFT algorithm implemented in SHAP (Lundberg and Lee, 515 2017) against the TF-shuffled negatives and then multiplying the DeepLIFT score by input 516 sequences. We refer the resulting values from the above as saliency values and the vector of 517 saliency values for an input sequence as saliency map. We found that the saliency maps 518 calculated using DeepLIFT approach performed the better than guided back-propagation 519 ( Supplementary Figure 2) . Therefore, for all the main text results we present were calculated 520 with the DeepLIFT approach. 521
Analysis of TF saliency maps 522
To analyze which TFs are learned by a specific neuron, we calculate the gradient of a TF binding 523 site with respect to a neuron by averaging a 10 bp window from the start position of the TF 524 binding site. Then, we visualize the distribution of saliency values of the binding sites of each TF 525 in a specific regulatory grammar with respect to a neuron with box plot. 526
The median saliency values of the binding sites of each TF in a specific regulatory grammar 527 with respect to neurons is stored in a matrix with the shape of number of neurons by the number 528 of TFs. This data matrix is first scaled by column to identify which neurons mostly detect the TF 529 and the scaled matrix is used to generate a heatmap. Then, we performed hierarchical clustering 530 with k=12 (12 is the number of simulated regulatory grammars) or k=13 (when there are non-531 grammar TFBSs) for both neurons and TFs based on the same data matrix. 532
t-SNE and k-means clustering of TFBS 533
To reconstruct the regulatory grammar and evaluate how accurately neurons in a layer capture 534 the simulated regulatory grammar, we performed a two-dimensional t-SNE and a k-means 535 clustering (k=12) of TFBS using their saliency value profiles across neurons in a layer. To assign 536 the name of regulatory grammar of a predicted cluster, we used a majority vote, which is the 537 majority of the true labels of regulatory grammar in that cluster. We visualize the k-means 538 clustering by overlaying the predicted regulatory grammar from k-means clustering on top of the 539 t-SNE visualization. We evaluated the performance at reconstructing the regulatory grammar by 540 two metrics: the accuracy ((TP+TN)/All) and the sensitivity (TP/(TP+FN)) of the regulatory 541 grammar predictions. 542 543 environment in transcription factor binding across diverse protein families. Genome Res 
